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INTRODUCING  
HUB
The foundations for the future  
start here.

The future workplace is intelligent. It’s where people, spaces, and 
devices connect intuitively. Where the information you need  
is delivered based on how you like to work. It’s a place where all  
your IT can be accessed and managed in one single place.  
Where effective collaboration becomes the norm. Where business 
efficiency is essential – and a whole new level of potential a reality.

Hub is the first of many Workplace Hub solutions. It creates 
the infrastructure for the future by empowering your current 
technology. It grows with you, so you can forget about your IT  
today and focus on developing your business for tomorrow.
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ESTABLISHING  
SUCCESS 
FOR YOUR 
BUSINESS 

IT systems for real estate businesses are often provided 
by multiple vendors that don’t have the capability to join 
everything together seamlessly. This means you have 
a system that can stop working at any point, as well as 
leave you vulnerable to malicious attacks. If something 
does go wrong, you waste time dealing with different 
companies, with different terms, meaning you can’t 
predict your costs.

Hub is the answer. It integrates all your IT into one  
system that works for your business. It creates a robust 
and reliable infrastructure you can forget about, so you 
can focus on more value-adding tasks. It’s a virtual  
one-stop IT department that supports your business, 
whilst helping you manage your day-to-day costs. 
And the inclusion of next-generation collaboration tools 
enables better working and communication through one 
simple interface. 

Hub gives you a level of IT security and sophistication 
rarely found in small- and medium-sized businesses and 
is the first step toward your future of work.

Hub gives you a whole new level of  
security, efficiency, and support.

WORKPLACE HUB
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I.T. YOU CAN  
RELY ON

World-leading security
Stopping malicious attacks and threats.

Protect your network, sales associates and users from 
the rise in malicious IT attacks. The Sophos XG Firewall 
provides comprehensive, next-generation protection that 
automatically blocks and responds to threats, exposes 
hidden risks, and monitors what’s happening on your 
network. And as part of the Workplace Hub service, we 
will constantly monitor and update the security status.

Hub also integrates into existing physical systems 
you have, meaning you not only get world-leading 
cybersecurity, but a robust and resilient security solution 
that protects your business. It means you can work 
knowing that your business won’t be compromised.

Hub is a game changer for how you  
manage your IT and your business.

Accurate business planning
Fixing your IT spend to an amount you can budget for.

Hub is the complete solution from one vendor for all your 
IT needs. With one contract and a fixed monthly price, we 
make it easier for you to keep track of your total costs and 
reduce your overall spend. Say goodbye to unwanted 
additional costs if something does go wrong. 

One-stop support
Offering simplicity and reliability.

With Hub, you only have one company to deal 
with and one number to call for all your IT support. 
From installation to ongoing servicing, we will manage 
everything for you, ensuring your IT is working  
effectively and securely all the time.
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Better collaboration
Enabling efficient working.

Hub includes Workplace Go, the next-generation software 
that pulls together all your key information into one place, 
improving the way you work and collaborate.

It’s a customizable digital workplace that allows you to 
organize your projects, groups, and communities the way 
you want. Prioritize tasks, find and share documents, track 
performance, and a whole lot more. All the key information 
you need is at your fingertips. It boosts communication 
and enables efficient working. And with the ability to add 
new intelligent features over time, Workplace Go has the 
capability to predict and transform the way you work. 

A scalable and effective solution
Preparing your business for the future.

Hub creates the infrastructure needed to get your IT 
working effectively. It’s future-proofed with technology 
that allows you to run your current operating systems and 
applications without having to purchase additional servers. 
All your normal software will continue to work. Best of all, 
you can easily add new technologies and applications as 
they become available, ensuring you’re always ahead of  
the game.

Contributes to a GDPR compliant environment
Simplifying the audit process.

As Hub unifies all your systems and data through one 
device, it contributes to a GDPR-compliant environment that 
helps you reduce time and cost of auditing multiple systems. 
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HOW IT  
WORKS

*   Browser compatible with Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge.

Productivity
You manage your IT and work effectively through web-based interfaces.*

ADMIN DASHBOARD
True, functional simplicity – the interface  
that puts you in control.

USER DASHBOARD
All your core business and 
communication applications  
accessed from any location. 

Workplace Hub is the first solution to unify your 
IT and create an all-in-one IT ecosystem that 
makes working easier and more productive.

Back-up cloud  
storage

Ubuntu base 
operating system 

Elasticsearch cloud 
back-end remote 
management and 
monitoring

Latest server 
technology

 Data centers, 
manufacturing, 
software and 
integration services, 
ongoing service 
support
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Ecosystem
We provide the components that make it work.

MANAGED IT SERVICES 
A whole range of IT tasks managed for you, from 
setup and installation to ongoing management 
and help, freeing up your time and resources.

IT INFRASTRUCTURE
The next-generation IT from within your 
multifunction printer. Everything is brought 
together seamlessly, increasing the value of  
your existing office space.

Office 365 
integration

Managed domain 
name system 
services

Monitoring  
software to provide 
an end-to-end view 
of the health of Hub

Cloud management 
platform

Unrivaled security 
software for unified 
threat management
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ONE COMPLETE
ECOSYSTEM
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KONICA MINOLTA 
MARKETPLACE
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MANAGEMENT

SECURITY

State-of-the-art hardware, software,  
and services.
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LET’S GET STARTED. For more information, contact: OMNIAPartners@kmbs.konicaminolta.us. 
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OMNIA Partners is the largest and most experienced organization in purchasing and 
supply chain management. Covering both the private and public sectors, OMNIA Partners 
unites industry-leading buying power and world-class vendors to offer an extensive 
portfolio of sourcing solutions and partnerships. Learn how we can help you soar past 
every growth goal and marker of success at www.OMNIAPartners.com.

SIMPLICITY  
IN ONE  PLACE


